
Why Cannabis 
Companies
Need Managed  
IT Services



Cannabis IT Management—Once 
Overlooked, Now a Necessity 
The cannabis industry is becoming increasingly lucrative, competitive, 
and professionalized. According to Arcview Market Research and BDS 
Analytics, legal cannabis sales totaled $14.9 billion in 2019, and are expected 
to reach $42.7 billion by 2024. To survive and succeed in today’s industry, 
cannabis businesses need to take a more professional approach to formerly 
overlooked aspects of their business, such as IT.

Not taking IT seriously can result in system outages, compliance violations, 
security breaches, lost sales, lost customers, lost licenses, and damage to 
your reputation.

The answer for cannabis businesses is to embrace managed IT services. 
For a fraction of the cost of hiring an in-house IT team, a managed services 
provider (MSP) will continually monitor, maintain, protect, and support your 
IT for you, so you avoid IT problems and can continue your operations and 
growth undisrupted.

In this short e-book, we’ll cover:
• What are managed IT services exactly?
• What MSPs can do for cannabis businesses
• How cannabis businesses should select an MSP



OUTAGES

$17,000 
Average cost per hour of IT 

downtime for an SMB.

COMPLIANCE

$800,000
Total fines for three Massachusetts  
dispensaries cited in July 2020 for  

various infractions. 

SECURITY BREACHES

$36,000 
Average cost of an IT  

security breach for SMBs.

Unmanaged or poorly managed IT can 
result in costs including:Back Breakers: 

The Cost of Unmanaged IT



Maintenance & 
Support

Devices kept 
secure & up-

to-date. Phone, 
email & onsite 
tech support 

provided.

Reporting & 
Reviews

Downtime and 
security incident 
reports. Periodic 

reviews. 

Managed IT services is when a company outsources 
the management of its IT to a third-party company. 
You pay the company a fixed cost per month to 
manage, maintain, protect, and support certain 
aspects of your IT for you. It’s up to you exactly what 
you want the managed services provider (MSP) to 
manage. A cannabis business can have them manage 
all of their IT - including tablets, firewalls, switches, 
surveillance systems, and PCs - or just certain devices. 
Remote and onsite tech support are usually included.

Monitoring & 
Management

Continuous 
security 

& uptime 
monitoring. 

Security 
measures 

implemented. 
Backups 

performed.

Managed
Services: 
What Are They?



Managed 
Services: 
What They Cover
An MSP can manage, maintain, protect, and support 
any aspect of your IT. You can have them manage only 
certain devices, networks, or locations, but managed IT 
services work best when they’re comprehensive. That 
way, there are no questions of overlapping ownership or 
responsibilities, and the MSP has the complete visibility 
to preemptively spot and resolve developing issues.

Managed service providers can oversee:

• Networks / Locations
• Firewalls
• Access Points
• Switches
• Point of Sale Systems
 

• Labeling & Tagging Systems
• Tablets
• PCs and Servers
• Surveillance & Access Control



Managed IT services means less time worrying about your tech 
and more time focused on running and growing your business.  
It protects you from severe and devastating security breaches 
and compliance violations, and ensures a better overall 
experience to the customer.

Managed Services: 
The Benefits

For dispensaries, 
prevent lost 

sales due 
to POS and 

network outages

Keep customers 
happy with 

faster service 
delivery and a 
smooth overall 

experience 
 
 
 
 

Prevent lost 
productivity 
and delays 

throughout the 
supply chain 

due to network 
and software 

outages

Maintain 
compliance 

with state 
and local 

standards for 
security, data 
retention and 

protection, 
and inventory 

control

Avoid 
reputational 

damage 
of security 
breaches, 

compliance 
violations, 

and a poor 
customer 

experience

Less worrying 
about your IT 

and more time 
focused on 

other areas of 
the business 

where you 
excel

Peace of mind 
for you and your 
employees that 
IT is covered and 
anything can get 
fixed with a quick 

call or email 
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Not every managed service provider is right for cannabis businesses. 
One thing to look for is experience. Experience in both the cannabis industry 
and the specific vertical (retail, manufacturing, etc.) is critical - the MSP 
already knows what mistakes to avoid and best practices to follow, and is 
familiar with relevant industry regulations and requirements. Also consider 
their track record. Experience isn’t worth much if they’re continually missing 
deadlines or responding slowly to issues and support requests. Make sure 
to ask for references.

Other considerations include whether the MSP has the skill and depth 
to support all your IT, rather than just a part of it, so you avoid having to 
manage multiple vendors; their minimum and average support response 
times, to ensure quick resolution; and their availability, whether they’re 
available 24/7 or only for certain hours. Cost should be a consideration, but 
not the only one. It should be balanced with the knowledge that a cheap 
MSP could end up costing you infinitely more in lost sales and productivity 
due to downtime, compliance violations, and security breaches.

They handled 
everything from 

planning, hardware 
and software 

installation, testing 
and support. … 

We don’t have to 
scramble to find 

a reliable tech 
whenever something 

comes up, and the 
store gets back on 

track much more 
quickly.”

Managed Service 
Providers:  
How to Pick a Good One

– Lauren Davie, VP Retail & Sales, 
Superette, on her experience with Cure8

TAKING CARE OF BUSINESS



What other 
cannabis 

businesses have 
you worked 

with? Can you 
give references?

Is their SLA clear 
on what they 

manage and are 
responsible for, 
and what they 
don’t/aren’t?

How quickly can 
you respond to 
critical issues 
like outages? 

What about basic 
issues? What’s 
your standard 

SLA?

Are you available 
to assist overnight 

with any 
problems, so we 
can be ready to 

open by morning?

How much 
experience do 

you have in 
the cannabis 

industry? With 
my specific 

vertical?  

Key 
questions 

to ask when 
evaluating MSPs

Which aspects of IT 
can you manage? 
Does this include 

surveillance 
systems? What 
about the back 

office? Can you offer 
me a customized 

managed services 
package?



The IT Partner You Need to 
Help Your Business Grow

What does Cure8 do for your business?
Plan
CIO-Level 
Guidance
• Site design
• Audits
• Consulting
• Standardization

Procure
Right Hardware/
Right Price
• POS
• Surveillance
• Networking
• Back Office
• Supplies

Install
US or Canada
• ISP & Phone
• Software 

Implementation
• Hardware Installation
• Network Setup
• Low Voltage

Manage
Avoid Outages
• 24/7 Monitoring
• Proactive Maintenance
• Software Updates
• Mobile Device 

Management
• 24/7 Helpdesk

Secure
Avoid Costly Breaches
• Firewall Management
• Antivirus
• Security Patching
• 24/7 Incident 

Response

Cure8 is the go-to IT partner for the cannabis industry. We have the versatility, experience, and expertise 
to help you avoid common pitfalls and get you the IT your cannabis business needs to grow.



Northern Helm is a cannabis retailer 
that thinks small, but in a good way. 
Launching in 2020, they quickly opened 
a chain of relatively compact, minimalist 
stores that deliver great products and 
a superior customer experience at a 
price point that’s accessible to everyone, 
not just high-earning professionals in 
Toronto. Since they’re small and budget-
conscious, you might think that they 
would cut corners on IT, right? In fact, 
IT - handled by their tech partners at 
Cure8 - is one of the key ways they deliver 
a consistently praiseworthy customer 

experience across all their locations while 
keeping costs under control.

Some of the ways that Cure8 has helped 
them include:
• Getting quality hardware from vendors 

like Star Micronics at below-market 
prices

• Setting up their store IT on-time to avoid 
costly delays

• Managing, maintaining, and supporting 
their IT 24/7 to prevent outages that 
could cost them time, money, and 
customers

Your help 
with pulling 

our store 
together was 

amazing. 
We couldn’t 
have done it 
without you 

and your 
team.”

Case Study: 
Seamless Growth with 
Cure8 IT Services

- Larry Cote, 
Store Owner



Get a Free Audit!

FIND 
PROBLEMS 
you didn’t 

know you had 

1
GET 

SOLUTIONS 
for issues 
that keep 

popping up 

2
ASK ANYTHING 

and get 
knowledgeable 
answers backed 

by real-world 
experience

3
GET CLARITY on 

where your IT is and 
where it needs to 

be knowledgeable 
answers backed 

by real-world 
experience

4

Not sure where to start with evaluating and upgrading your IT? No problem. 
Cure8 offers free audits of your IT including onsite walkthroughs. We’ll answer 
any questions you have, let you know of any new tech you should be using, and 
tell you what you’re doing right and what you can do better. We’ve set up and 
managed dozens of dispensaries for some of the largest MSOs and retail chains, 
so we can tell you confidently what works and what doesn’t, and what you could 
be doing with your IT to help your business grow even faster or more efficiently.

Ideal for Any 
Cannabis 
Business, 
Including:

Startups
Expanding Retailers

MSOs
New Acquisitions & Mergers

Struggling Retailers that 
Need a Turnaround

Retailers Looking to Go 
Public or Sell

Contact Cure8 to Learn More: sales@cure8.tech | (855) 394-1420




